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At the turn of the century, Hungary was the most photo-obsessed country in the world. Princes and princesses 

of the Austro-Hungarian Empire frequented photo exhibitions and proudly displayed their own prints. From a 

nation the size of Indiana emerged many of the leading names of modern photography, including Andre 

Kertesz, Brassai, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy and Robert Capa. But four decades of Communist rule isolated 

Hungarian photography from this artistic heritage, from the outside world and from many of its subjects.

Now, at the turn of a new century, Hungarian photographers are struggling to rebuild that tradition. Free at last 

to point the camera where they please, they are creating an idiosyncratic amalgam of imagination and 

international styles dimly glimpsed. This combination may be the perfect vehicle to express their ambivalence 

about the world after Communism.

''We have been forced to make up our history as we go along,'' said Sandor Szilagyi, who has organized a series

of exhibitions of Hungarian photography at the Hungarian Consulate on East 52d Street in New York. ''There 

are masters but no movements, personalities but no trends.'' Two current exhibitions of contemporary 

Hungarian photography display the diversity of this improvised avant-garde: ''Kind of Blue: Six Documentary 

Photographers'' (organized by Mr. Szilagyi at the Consulate) and ''Hungary Today: Five Contemporary 

Photographers'' (at the Sarah Morthland Gallery in Chelsea). A self-taught quality pervades this work. Wheels 

are reinvented and continents discovered. But if this made-up modernism sometimes looks almost familiar, it is 

just as often unpredictable and daring.

It is ironic that this generation of photographers should have to reinvent photography, because Hungarian 

photography once ruled the world. In the 1920's, Moholy-Nagy defined the Bauhaus photographic style with 

compositions that featured bold, abstract geometries. Kertesz melded a sense of visual form and an instinctive 

feel for the meaningful instant.

Brassai, whose Paris years are now the subject of a major exhibition at the Getty Museum in Los Angeles, 

helped forge the myth of modern Paris as a place of hedonism and creativity. Capa, the prototype of the 

photojournalist, provided the 20th century some of its most dramatic images of war. His brother, Cornell, went 

on to found the International Center for Photography in New York. In documentary and art photography, these 

expatriates bequeathed a many-dimensioned visual idiom we think of not as Hungarian but as modern.

The current generation of Hungarians never had a chance to claim that inheritance. The upheavals of right-wing

authoritarian rule, World War II and 40 years of Communism narrowed the scope of photography. The door to 

the West slammed shut, and official policy transformed pictorial realism into soft-focus folk cliches. 

Photographers could not view original prints by the great expatriate Hungarians, who remained largely just 

names. Other native experimental work was almost as inaccessible. One of Hungary's largest photo collections 

-- nearly 400,000 images -- was tucked away in a private apartment. Artists worked alone and met informally, 

sharing unsanctioned innovations.



Photography deemed ''conceptual'' or ''formalist'' was taken off gallery walls, pulled from exhibitions and 

confiscated from private homes. The knowledge of basic photographic processes eroded.

In this climate, today's photographers used whatever inspiration they could find to reinvent photographic 

tradition. In their work, opportunism constantly triumphs over orthodoxy. Jozsef Hajdu, represented in last 

year's Consulate group, taught himself about the history of the medium by working as an archivist of the 

photographs collected by the old Imperial Post Office in Budapest. Mr. Hadju's roots are grittily documentary, 

influenced by the routines of factory life near his home. But he has read other lessons in the images he studies, 

and his black-and-white photos of his own grimy teacup transform a proletarian realism into a lyrical play of 

abstract forms and liquid textures.

Gabor Kerekes has taken the most extreme steps to reclaim photography as a medium of individual expression. 

Mr. Kerekes, now in his late 50's, had been the premier Hungarian photojournalist of the 70's. His 

dispassionate, even icy style enabled him to convey in the image of an empty factory, for example, a guarded 

pessimism that was difficult for the Communists to censor and impossible to conscript into any campaign for a 

brighter future. His was a highly influential vocabulary of constraint. In 1982, he abandoned his career. ''I had 

grown tired of making images ordered by someone else,'' he said during a visit to New York last year. He could 

have been speaking for his entire generation. He destroyed all but 20 or so of his images, which he donated to 

the Hungarian Museum, and turned inward. ''I couldn't see in the real world what I sought emotionally and 

spiritually,'' he added.

For eight years, Mr. Kerekes immersed himself in the study of, among other subjects, philosophy, natural 

history and alchemy. Just as Hungary emerged from Communism, he emerged from artistic hibernation with a 

repertory of disturbing visions and an intense interest in old photographic techniques.

His pictures, often salt or albumen prints, are richly toned nightmares: a truncated elephant's foot, antique and 

sinister scientific equipment, a murky, apocalyptic sunset, body parts. His closest counterpart in the West is 

probably Joel Peter Witkin. His work has inspired an old-process movement in Hungary. In part, the movement 

tries to make a virtue of necessity, compensating for a lack of money to invest in exotic digital technology. For 

Mr. Kerekes, however, repossessing the past and reinventing the present go hand in hand.

Yet the work of Zsolt Peter Barta, a protege of Mr. Kerekes, suggests that in the country of ''masters but no 

movements,'' a movement may be taking shape. Unlike earlier avant-gardes, its members share no style but 

rather an attitude. They face the world after Communism with deep ambivalence. Mr. Barta's series of close-up 

black-and-white photos of preserved human cadavers, for example, can be seen, once the shock wears off, as an

attempt to come to terms with the continuing impact of the political past. Free to depict any subject, he is drawn

to those that suggest a perpetual inhumanity, preserved in the formaldehyde of memory.

The ambivalence is most obvious in the work of the documentary photographers, who, perhaps even more than 

art photographers, feel compelled to make up a new tradition. So Imre Benko has developed a monumental 



style to counter the heroic nationalism that was Hungary's cold war staple. His new Hungary is a series of 

incongruities. In one image, an impromptu barbecue takes place outside an enormous housing project. In 

another, a worker in a steel town looks up at the towering remnants of a dead industry that has just barely failed

to squeeze the life out of him. Like so many Hungarians, Mr. Benko seems suspicious of every political gesture,

refraining from criticism and celebration.

MORE partisan are Judit M. Horvath and Gyorgy Stalter, who are doing for Hungary's Gypsy minority what 

the Farm Services Administration photographers did for the rural poor in the United States: asserting their 

dignity and calling attention to their economic condition. Renouncing official folk images of Gypsy life, Ms. 

Horvath and Mr. Stalter have forged a documentary style that imports the grandeur and drama of the Magnum 

photojournalists, typified by Robert Capa.

The desperate search for a method has left its mark on all the photographers who came of age under 

Communism, but a younger generation doesn't feel the need to shoulder the burden of starting from scratch. To 

artists like Lenke Szilagyi, the past and the world are available. Although farthest removed from the legacy of 

Kertesz and least concerned about recovering it, she may be closest to it in spirit. In her black-and-white images

of difficult rural lives lived in an unlovely Hungary, she orients herself toward a living presence, however 

minimized or despairing. She seems to say there will always be a need for the eye that can divine the essential 

moments of our humanity.

In March, Hungary dedicated the House of Culture for Photography, in the renovated Budapest mansion and 

studio of the former Austro-Hungarian court photographer Mano Mai. It is modeled on New York's 

International Center for Photography. With a new museum and an international outlook, with the Internet and 

travel to Paris and New York, some Hungarian artists are beginning to wonder what will sustain their work 

when it leaves the shadows for the global glare, when idiosyncrasy gives way to international influence and the 

masters join movements. After his initial enthusiasm at visiting the Museum of Modern Art, Mr. Barta 

wondered if he had lost his innocence. ''We need a context for our work, yes,'' he said, ''but we also need to 

think we are inventing something new.''

Photos: ''Kez,'' 1997, by Gabor Kerekes, above, and ''Tea Picture,'' 1996, by Jozsef Hajdu. Exhibitions at the 

Hungarian Consulate and the Sarah Morthland Gallery demonstrate the avant-garde's diversity. (Photographs 

courtesy of the Sarah Morthland Gallery, New York)
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